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Drawing a line using opacity I've tried to search for this, but I haven't found a direct answer. I'm doing some shadow effects on a
series of objects. The objects that I'm using shadow on have a very small alpha value, therefore the line between them are very

small. I want to use opacity on those lines, and have them to grow bigger until the end where it would be their opacity (1). If that
isn't possible or not the way to go, I'd like to know if there is a way to get the same effect using other graphic tools. A: There are

multiple ways to do this. Use an image with alpha-transparency. You could create such an image using Photoshop or GIMP.
(The opacity is the opacity of the overlay.) Use an image with alpha-channel. You could use the Draw Sketch Tool of Adobe
Illustrator to create a stroke. You would use the image below as a mask. Q: npm run test don't recognize npm-debug.log I am
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trying to debug my laravel app with typescript (using Gulp) and Karma. Everything works fine, except, the run tests by npm run
test doesn't seem to see my npm-debug.log. My logs: npm run lint > laravel-project@0.1.0 lint /var/www/laravel-project >

karma start test/karma.conf.js INFO [karma]: Karma v1.7.0 server started at INFO [launcher]: Starting browser Chrome INFO
[Chrome 39.0.2171 (Mac OS X 10.10.2)]: Connected on socket cSjeqvQhQM INFO [Chrome 39.0.2171 (Mac OS X 10.10.2)]:

File: index.html INFO [Chrome 39.0.2171 (Mac OS X 10.10.2)]: Base dir: /var/www/laravel-project/public/ INFO [Chrome
39.0.2171 (Mac OS X 10.10.2)]: Content root: 82157476af
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